


Are audiences still willing to go to the cinema?



Content

It's just easier to watch them at home on my 46" screen. So for me, I'm not going to 
the movies unless something extraordinary is playing

However, prices there are simply staggering. This is something I would do for a 

very special occasion or if there is a film that I really, really want to see right 

nowI personally would go to the cinema a lot more 

would go to the cinema a lot more 

would go to the cinema a lot more 

would go to the cinema a lot more often if they screened more 

foreign films and indie movies rather than the 20 screenings a day of whatever 

Hollywood blockbuster has been churned out that month.

If I truly want to see a film in the cinema (the Star Trek reboot caught my 
eye), I've been known to take a day off, go in the middle of the day and have the cinema to myself.

Increasingly I find that, unless I'm really excited about a new release, I'll just 
wait a few months and watch it on demand instead

People are willing  to go to the cinema, 

but the content must be really worth it



Experience

Regardless of 2D or 3D I prefer to watch films - even re-releases - on the big screen. Even with 

misbehaved kids or adults, the cinema offers me the best possible way of watching a film - big 

screen and decent sound system (hopefully!).

There's not quite anything like watching a movie in such high quality, and it certainly isn't replicable in the home.

I see VoD as more of a last resort. I actually enjoy the whole 
enjoy the whole 
enjoy the whole 
enjoy the whole experienceexperienceexperienceexperience of going to the cinema -

the auditorium, the big screen, the dimming of the lights and yes, the cheesy ads and (gasp!) 

other people. There's nothing quite as much fun as laughing out loud or screaming along with 

a couple of hundred other people

There is room in this world for cinema and watching films at 

home, but the cinema is always going to be the best way of 

watching a film.

People still enjoy the cinema experience



Connect to your audience

���� Increase willingness to pay/make effort. 





From the Active Audience to the Cinema of the Future



DC technology as a backbone of the future of cinema
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Technology trends



Benefits of Laser Projection

Uniformity

Contrast

Image Quality
Gamut

Brightness

Dimming

14fL 3D

TCO
Efficient

No lamp replacements
Stable Light-output
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Challenges of Laser Projection

� 70’s Rock & Roll laser shows

� Common misconceptions about lasers

� Specific variances are required for high 
brightness laser projectors

� Barco is founding member of LIPA

� Good progress – in 2015 regulations will 
probably change

LIPA

Regulatory
Eye-safety



� Speckle: Twinkling, granular effect on screen

� The screen type has an impact on speckle 
(worse on silver screen)

� Advanced speckle reduction techniques are 
applied to reduce this effect

Challenges of Laser Projection

Image
quality



� Cost of laser modules is still too high

� Size matters…

Challenges of Laser Projection

TCO
Laser cost

Industrialization



Models of laser projectors



Models of laser projectors



Please visit our laser page  on

www.barco.com/laser

and a dedicated LinkedIn blog



Small cinema goes digital - references

http://www.barco.com/en/References/2013-06-24---the-
birks.aspx

http://www.barco.com/en/References/2013-04-02---cinema-de-
keizer.aspx




